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TECHNOLOGY  Detailing

”Stainless Steel Detailing in Premium Fences”
  ... Creates  luster deepens and enriches the colour of steel

Acid-proof steel is one of the most durable materials used in many industries.
Stainless steel fences AISI 316l with elevated The chromium and nickel content, perfectly  
protects against corrosion for many years. In stainless steel detailing, this layer consists mainly  
of chromium oxides and is several times thicker and more solid.

This gives the metal an excellent coating to protect it from corrosion and other chemical  
agents that can degrade its surface. The result of such ongoing process in various areas is an  
improvement of resistance for up to 15-20 times, significant smoothing of the material surface  
and rounding of sharp edges.

Quality, safety and a solid construction with a lifetime warranty!
No visible welds or joints!

DetailingAbout us

 Mission of the company

Luxurious items make everyday life extraordinary. 

Luxury is a breath of beauty and extravagance into items that we can use every day.

The luxurious effect is created by precise workmanship, refinement of every detail and unique materials.  

We design and manufacture fences that deserve to be deemed luxurious. It’s modern jewelry for your surroundings.

Our priority is to make your everyday life a luxury by providing you not only with a striking presentation, but also  

impress you with functionality. 

We believe that luxury is all about the highest quality, innovative, extravagant, modern product that decorates,  

adds style and elegance, and at the same time can serve you for many years in an unchanged form. 

We design jewelry for your surroundings Fences, balustrades, handrails made of acid-resistant stainless steel.  

We refine our patented products to perfection. We always aim to strive to offer our clients the highest quality  

sales and after-sales service. Our goal is your satisfaction. 

Luxury is what everyone can have, but not everyone is able to choose luxury products that will become innovative, 

decorations that will operate reliably for many years. We offer luxury that will adorn your property, create the effect 

of individual innovation, a sense of privacy and security.
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The design and manufacture of luxury items require perfect knowledge of material specifications and adaptation of optimal, modern 

production technology to bring out the highest quality and unique, impeccable visual effect. Revekoll skillfully combines knowledge 

of the specifics of stainless steel with modern shapes, precise workmanship and reliable performance. Here, each stage of product 

development is closely linked with its luxurious feel. We are well aware that the modern style of innovative stainless steel fences  

creates an extraordinary result distinguished by perfect smoothness. 

Technology paired with handicraft - Revekoll fencing systems

All elements are ground with a coarse scratch. The precision of operation can be compared to that in the production of Swiss watches. 

Owing to the accuracy and selection of appropriate parameters, we obtain perfect results and give you products that exhibit  

resistance to corrosion and a unique, even iconic appearance.

Stainless steel fences with superior quality

The production process of Revekoll fencing involves an extremely important element - stainless steel detailing.  

A luxurious jewelry-like effect is possible thanks to the great commitment of employees who refine all the elements by hand.  

Detailing ensures a coating that increases resistance and enhances the smoothing effect of the surface.

Revekoll features an offer of exclusive fences, balustrades and handrails dedicated for demanding customers who have an apprecia-

tion for careful workmanship, the use of sturdy materials and innovation, visible not only at the time of assembly, but also for many 

years of use. Patented patterns of perforated fencing panels that we design and manufacture in Poland guarantee the uniqueness 

and attractive appearance of your property. Can you imagine an outfit for a special occasion without modern, luxurious accessories? 

Treat your property to a steel fence that will decorate it like exclusive, extravagant jewelry.

TECHNOLOGY  HandicraftRECYCLING

Revekoll - handicraft and technology shoulder to shoulder

Revekoll steel fences  
  - ecology in a luxurious edition

Revekoll stainless steel fences do not just decorate effectively and provide safety, but are also ecological. 

Treat yourself to luxury that favors environmental protection. Our fences do not require impregnation  

or cleaning with advanced chemical products. 

Thanks to the use of stainless steel, our fences are not harmful to the environment and do not adversely 

affect the health of animals that may try, taste and… force the obstacle while running around the yard. 

Perforated fences reinforce the safety of residents and pets while limiting visibility from the outside.  

There is no need to use additional covers in the form of plastic wraps. 

Ecological stainless steel fences awaken the senses and delight with functionality.  

Luxury paired with care for the planet has never reached this level!

All certified components made of stainless steel can be recycled. Used, replaceable products  

are given a second life as wholesome products. 100% recycled.
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The Germanica premium collection of fences, created from 300 series acid-resistant stainless steel, features flat fence panels 
whose quality and impeccable appearance are intertwined with safety and robustness - the inherent attributes of their use. 

Fences from the Germanica collection by Revekoll are made of 1.5 to 2mm thick steel with an increased concentration  
of chromium and nickel. Owing to carefully selected parameters, the panels exhibit above-average durability, which  
translates into many years of maintenance-free service life. They are simply eternal. Curved edges ensure the safety of use. 
Fence panels from the Germanica collection are primarily four modern-looking designs.  
The CNC machines used in their manufacture could demonstrate precision,  
creating an aesthetic, precise perforation. 
 
  • Bogen • Dietfurt • Cobung • Bamberg.

These unique models owe their design to Germanic inspirations: order, perfect cleanliness, 
safety, simplicity paired with exclusivity and luxury are inseparable elements of fences  
and balustrades from the Germanica product series.

Collection
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COLLECTION  Germanica

Germanica | BOGEN Germanica | BAMBERG
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COLLECTION  Germanica

Germanica | COBURG Germanica | DIETFURT
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Collection

Discover our collection of luxury fencing, railings and handrails made of stainless steel. 
Britannica is perfect combination between performance, aesthetics and innovation.  
With a huge choice of variants, it creates a glove-like fit to your requirements. 
The combination of profiled sheet with perforation mirrors the innovation and durability 
of the exclusive fences from the Britannica collection. 
 
Thanks to the state-of-the-art technology, the bonding of fencing panels with profiles 
has even higher durability. Durability paired with the exclusive, elegant fence design  
in the Britannica series is available in up to eight different variants:

• Derby  • Buxton  • Coventry  • Bedfort  • Bristol  • Boston  • Preston  • Lincoln.
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COLLECTION  Britannica

Britannica | BRISTOL Britannica | BRISTOL 
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COLLECTION  Britannica

Britannica | BUXTONBritannica | BEDFORD
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COLLECTION  Britannica

Britannica | COVENTRYBritannica | DERBY
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Collection

The perfect way to describe the Revekoll collection of flat sheet metal fences is: luxury in a minimalist edition.  
Nederlandia is driven by the needs of owners of modern buildings characterized by a compact, simple body  
and no decorations, both on the building elevation and around it. Simple, geometric shapes define the designs  
and are evident both in the structure and elements of the fence. 
 
The stylish, unique, minimalist Nederlandia collection is available in four variants, which differ by the shape  
of the perforated elements:   
 
 • Haga • Breda  • Delden • Tilburg.
 
The variants of fences with panels made of AISI 3161 stainless steel (with an increased content of chromium and nickel) 
make up a collection of exceptionally effective products, which owe their unusual effect to the use of modern CNC  
machines, thus ensuring an ideal perforation result. 

Precisely machined and polished elements of Nederlandia collection fences and balustrades are the perfect choice for 
owners of residential houses, public buildings and industrial buildings, which were made in the modern architectural 
trend. Discover the advantages of minimalist stainless steel fences to give your property a truly stylish, modern feel.
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COLLECTION  Nederlandia

Nederlandia | HAGA Nederlandia | DELDEN
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COLLECTION  Nederlandia

Nederlandia | TILBURGNederlandia | BREDA
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A luxury fence made from stainless steel that adorns your property and has elements designed in Scandinavian style?  
This is absolutely the perfect solution. The collection of Scandinavia flat perforated sheet steel fences by Revekoll,  
a manufacturer of fences, gates, balustrades and stairs, is an item proposed to enthusiasts of tasteful elegance,  
that is appreciated for its simplicity and modern design. 

Revekoll proposes extraordinary fences - spans, gates, wickets and joints, made with the utmost precision and attention  
to achieving the perfect final effect. Scandinavia features five stylish fencing variants that are connected using a modern 
technology that is more durable than welding.
The Scandinavia collection variants are:

• Arvika  • Lund  • Kiruna  • Malmo  • Vaxio. 

The products featured in the Revekoll offer are distinguished by an exceptionally modern design, where carefully crafted, 
geometric perforated elements overlap with transverse beams separating the upper and lower parts of each span.  
Holes in each element are made using technologically advanced CNC punching devices.

The Scandinavia collection proves that luxury can go hand in hand with simplicity and reliability. By means of careful  
detailing, where the layer contains mainly chromium oxides, the surfaces gain even greater strength and uniformity. 
Choose fences, gates, stairs and railings from the Scandinavia series to enhance the effect of modern simplicity  
both inside and outside the building.

Collection
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COLLECTION  Scandinavia

Scandinavia | LUNDScandinavia | MALMO
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COLLECTION  Scandinavia

Scandinavia | KIRUNA Scandinavia | ARVICA

35
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COLLECTION  Scandinavia
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Gabiony | 03 Bedford Gabiony | 02 VAXJO

COLLECTION  Gabiony
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A particular place in the Revekoll offer is occupied by the Helvetia collection, thanks to its unusual design that 
stands out from other fencing systems. The stylish Helvetia made as part of Revekoll fencing systems features 
shutter fences with elements made of stainless steel with a high content of chromium and nickel (AISI 316L). 

Helvetia is luxury in an effective edition. The fencing construction ensures exceptional durability, and execution 
with the use of state-of-the-art machines paired with manual polishing and perfecting of each element have  
a positive influence on the longevity of products. Revekoll fencing systems exhibit remarkable durability due  
to the use of INOX stainless steel (at least 10.5% chromium content) and an innovative bonding technology, 
which is more durable than welding. 

Luxurious proposals, ensuring an innovative, modern, delightful effect, allow for trouble-free operation  
for many years. Stainless steel is non-corrosive and has no visible deposits and stains. 

Eye-catching, extravagant steel shutter fences match up perfectly with modern building blocks,  
especially those with a flat roof and large, panoramic window openings. 
Choose the highest quality, precision and luxurious effect of modern design and enjoy the impeccable  
appearance and durability of Helvetia fences for many years. 

Jewelry can be simple and effective, and Helvetia fences act as jewelry for your plot. They are an exclusive  
accessory that delights with its elegance, as well as practicality and a timeless effect. 
You just can’t do without it.

Collection
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HELVETIA HELVETIA

COLLECTION  Helvetia
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HELVETIA HELVETIA

COLLECTION  Helvetia
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HELVETIA HELVETIA

COLLECTION  Helvetia
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OUR  PROJECTS
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OUR  PROJECTS

Possibility to implement any external and internal stairs  
according to individual projects.

STAIRS AND RAILINGSSTAIRS AND RAILINGS
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Revekoll Global Certification 
           ... pewność i zaufanie

Our developed certification system secures and provides  
our exceptional clients with the originality and uniqueness  
of their individual projects.

CERTIFICATES  PATENTS

The Revekoll brand won  
the award Top Quality in 2020

Obtained Patents
             … With care for detail

1.  Patented drilling technology along with embossing  
 In fences and balustrades.

2.  Patented technology for fastening the poles without 
 visible welds. Which gives you extra visual effect.
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